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Malaysian coast

42%

on picture

BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEES BY LOCATION

CLIENTS

People who are passionate about their
work, have solid and ever-growing competences, and share company goals, are
the key to our Group's success.
Our Group has built its success on the
skills, the abilities, the sense of belonging and commitment of its Human Capital to company results and goals.
In the complex business we work in
there is a paramount need to attract,
involve, motivate, and retain the best
resources.

EMPLOYEES

The initiatives activated in favour of
our employees cover communication,
continuous training and development,
and aim to consolidate and spread our
values, culture and distinctive competences, and to allow our People to
contribute in reaching Group goals
with always growing enthusiasm and
professionalism.

LOCAL
AUTHORITIES
& GOVERNMENTS

Our commitment is to engage and incentivize the employees of all the
Group's companies adopting an approach based on an ever stronger alignment of individual, project, business
and Group objectives, and on recognizing our People's merit and skills.

PROFESSIONAL
/CATEGORY
ASSOCIATIONS

CONTRACTORS
& SUBCONTRACTORS

4

We work every day to support our People in their professional growth, also
through a clear description of roles, responsibilities and goals to be reached,
and guaranteeing them the tools and
the optimal conditions they need to
carry out their activities at best.

MATERIAL TOPICS
–– EMPLOYMENT
–– INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
–– DIVERSITY

LOCAL
ORGANIZATIONS
& NGOs

–– HUMAN CAPITAL
DEVELOPMENT
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4.1 EMPLOYMENT
The Group has continued to carry
out strategic planning for its
workforce to ensure adequate
consistency.
In terms of headcount, in 2019 the
Maire Tecnimont Group counts
6,347 employees, 82.7% of them
with permanent contract, with an
increase on 2018 of
more than 200 people.
As for gender distribution, women represent
20% of the overall
workforce, with an increase of around 8%
on the previous year.

Fruitful
collaboration
in India, of which 71%
with universities (above
(57 people) began the
all with the Milan Polyprofessional path in
technic), schools and
the various engineering
research bodies contindisciplines. Engineerued, leading to the actiing represents the
vation of 44 internGroup's largest proships, with an average
fessional family and
ENGINEERS
duration of five months:
its percentage growth
20 at the Indian subsidfurther iniary TCMPL, 20 at the Group's varicreased compared to
ous Italian companies and 4 at the
2018 (48% compared
Dutch subsidiary Stamicarbon.
to 46% last year).

3,154

6,347
EMPLOYEES

About 800 permanent employees were
hired in 2019, while 363 people
left the Group. The above numbers therefore amount to an
overall turnover ratio of 6.9%.
This turnover is particularly significant in the Russia region, with
a turnover ratio of 30%, compared to the 9% registered in the
previous year. India and Italy follow with respective turnovers of
7% and 5%. The significant increase in resignations in Russia
can be attributed to the end
phase of the Kingisepp project,
as well as to the adjustment difficulties at the Amur site, a particularly remote area with extreme weather conditions.
The Group once again confirmed
its interest in hiring young people and graduates, using apprenticeship contracts where in place
(Italy and India), which combine
standard work activity with a
strong training and skills development approach, further confirming its attention to supporting the professional growth of its
resources. Specifically, in 2019 a
total of 80 apprentices were
hired, 52 of them in Italy and 28
48
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BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEES BY OPERATING
GEOGRAPHIC ZONE

42%

12%

ITALY AND
REST OF EUROPE

1%

AMERICAS
REGION*

33%

RUSSIA AND
CASPIAN REGION

INDIA AND
REST OF ASIA

3%

9%

MIDDLE EAST
REGION

NORTH AFRICA REGION AND
SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA REGION
* In this representation “North America Region” and “Central and South America Region”
are shown together as “Americas Region”. For more details on “Employees by location of
operation” see “Appendix - Sustainability Performance”.
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4.2 INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
The Group complies with labor
regulations in the various countries where it operates and the
conventions of the International
Labour Organization (ILO) on
workers'
rights
(freedom of association and collective
bargaining,
consultation, right
to strike, etc.), systematically promoting dialog between the parties and constantly
seeking a fair level of agreement
and sharing of objectives andcompany strategies.

In 2019, informing and consulting
activities of the union representatives were increased at company
and local levels, both in Italy and
in the Netherlands.

better adapting these systems
schemes to the different business
contexts. Other fruitful discussions
concerned the many training initiatives carried out over the year.

Especially within
the Group's main
Italian companies,
the interaction with
Unions and the
agreements signed concerned the
collective incentive systems (attendance and results awards and
Maire4You, the flexible benefits
scheme) as well as the new Working Time Model, with the goal of

At the Dutch sister company Stamicarbon, discussions with the work
council led to signing a new collective labor agreement (CLA), applicable in 2019, and covered also the
set-up of the new company organizational structure (“Double Helix
Business Line Structure”), as well
as the acquisition of Protomation.

4.3 DIVERSITY
We are interested in competences.
We always strive to ensure each
employee, in our Group, feels valued for her/his unique skills and
assets, regardless of age, sex, ethnicity, social background or physical attributes.
Our commitment to diversity, inclusion and equal opportunities is
a value for our People, clients,
and business. It enables us to attract and retain unique skills and
professional profiles and, at the
same time, to foster creativity and
efficiency development throughout our workforce. Inclusion takes
shape in respecting and enhancing
differences. We are committed to
ensure equal opportunities for all
those who works and cooperates
with our Group.

Respect for diversity is intrinsic in
commitment, a “Diversity and inour organization, in
clusion” committee is
our People manageabout to be estabGENDER
ment, in the way we
lished and will involve
collaborate with our
representatives from
suppliers and partthe main subsidiaries.
ners and interact with
our clients and, more
Regarding gender digenerally,
all
our
versity, in December
stakeholders.
2019, 20% of the
Group's
workforce
WOMEN
These values, already
were women, with an
included in the Group
increase of 1 percentMIDDLE
Code of Ethics, were
age point compared
MANAGERS
expressly and forceto 2018.
fully confirmed in the
new "Human ResourcThis current ratio is in
EXECUTIVES
es" Policy, which will
line with the industry
be subjected to apaverage12 (European
O&G Services).
proval by the first
quarter of 2020. Furthermore, as
further proof of our Group’s

20%
+14%
+2%

12 Source: internal surveys and Barclays research, 2019.
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As part of its effort to
In general, the average
Moving on to geographical diverAVERAGE
reduce the gender gap,
salary gap among the
sity, in line with the expansion of
SALARY GAP
the Group is working
staff analyzed was 93%.
the business, during 2019 Angoto further increase the
lan, Algerian, Croatian and Nigenumber of women
Regarding age diversirian citizens have been employed,
working as Middle Manty, the average age in
further increasing the number of
agers and Executives,
the Group is 41.7, almost
nationalities already existing in
which already increased
in line with 2018. The
the Group.
14% and 2%, respectivemost
nuly, in 2019. This result
merous age
This also confirming
GEOGRAPHY
was
also
obtained
group was
the Group’s local conthanks to special programs to supis 31–50 (4,315 people,
tent policies, testified
port colleagues in returning to
68% of the total), withalso by the decrease
work after maternity leave. In genin which the average
in Italian and noneral, the results for the year in
age was is 40. The proItalian staff posted
terms of the gender distribution of
portion of people unabroad during the
our staff prove the efficacy of the
der 30 is unchanged
projects construction
actions taken in this area, as does
since 2018, at 12%, as
phase, particularly in
NATIONALITIES
the 100% rate of return from pawell as those over 50,
those
geographical
rental leave13.
amounted to 20%.
areas that offer qualified and experienced
Analysis of the salary
The respective average
people in line with the Group’s
AVERAGE AGE
gap covered the main
ages within these groups
vacancies. By way of example, in
companies in Europe.
are 27 and 56. Overall,
the India Region and Russia &
The population analyzthe statistics show that
Caspian Region, local workforce
ed therefore amounted
from an age point of
represents, 99% and 62%, of staff
to 2,735 people, of
view, the Group’s popuworking on projects in the execuwhom 733 were women.
lation is well balanced
tion phase and at head offices
The most significant
and there is nothing to
respectively.
gap was among Execunote in terms of generaYEARS OLD
tives (aged over 50).
tional change.

93%

79

41.7

4.4 HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
The launch of the “MET
Academy”, the Group’s
new digital window on
training offer accessible
to all employees, confirms the Group’s commitment to maintaining a high competency
level of its People.
This platform, benefiting from the ongoing
digitalization process,
allows to extend to all
employees the access
to knowledge and information, thus promoting and spreading the

WITH
THE LAUNCH OF

WE REACHED

100%
EMPLOYEES

Group know-how. The
first 200 training contents, bound to grow,
are already available
thanks to the intercompany collaboration and
the support in producing and reorganizing
inter-departmental material. The “MET Academy” allows to capitalize
on the company expertise heritage, providing
a digital space where to
find tools useful for professional growth and
development, as well as

for building the solid base of
knowledge that allows, also new
hired resources, to understand the
culture and peculiarities of the organization. To meet this need a
section of the platform, dedicated
to new employees, was specifically
created: it is rich in training content, from those designed for
spreading the principles of our
Code of Ethics, to those which describe the origins and history of
the Group and its various business
sectors.

13 Parental Leave is granted by the Group to its employees in accordance with different national legislations and local policies.
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This important initiative is the
result of listening to the voices
and opinions of People, who,
thanks to the engagement survey
“Your Voice”, had the possibility
to express their wish to have access to always more training
opportunities.
The 24% increase in training hours
compared to the previous year,
for a total of 66,137, certifies the
Group's ever growing attention to

Human Capital development. This increase is particularly
marked in specialized-technical training, due to the fact
that important initiatives were carried
out involving employees at the construction site in Russia, in order to get
the technical certifications required by
local legislation.

TRAINING

66,137
TOTAL
TRAINING
HOURS
IN 2019

Specific investments
were also made in

+24%

FROM 2018

4

soft-skills training,
dedicated to the development of behaviours and effective communication
styles capable of
supporting and ease
business, bearing in
mind the cultural peculiarities of the countries the Group works
in. Also important
were also the training
activities dedicated to
the use of IT tools and
to the awareness raising on Cyber Security
topics.

BREAKDOWN OF TRAINING BY CONTENT

SPECIALIZED
(TECHNICAL)

SOFT SKILLS

OTHER

58%

6%
6%
10% 7%

13%

ICT & CYBER
SECURITY

INDUCTION
PROGRAM
FOR YOUNG
GRADUATES

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

TRAINING: WHAT’S NEW IN 2019

Training courses dedicated, respectively, to the reinforcement of constructive negotiation competences within the Contract Management, and to the
strengthening decision making skills in complex
scenarios, in partnership with LUISS Business
School, were among the more significant new initiatives in the period. The latter path, making use of
exercises and methods with a strong focus on experiential learning, involved a mixed group of

participants with management roles, from task
forces of various projects, maximizing the opportunities for discussion and cross-fertilization. Important training investments were also promoted on
the topic of Cyber Security, as part of the Group's
gradual release of a comprehensive package of
e-learning courses aimed at strengthening awareness of potential IT risks and on virtuous behaviors
to be adopted.
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The Company has also confirmed
its commitment to guaranteeing to
all its employees the knowledge of
the 231 Model, as well as the Code
of Ethics and the Italian Legislative
Decree 231/2001, and, in general,
of anti-corruption topics, by activating dedicated training courses.
As further confirmation of the
Group's care to the training and
the professional growth of its resources, in 2019 a scholarship was
established to allow brilliant
young employees to undergo
a prestigious development path,
an Executive Master in Project
Management at MIP – Milan
Polytechnic.

WORK LIFE BALANCE
COMPETENCES
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM (CDP)
FOR PROCUREMENT

Following the assessment
of technical competences,
which involved over 300
people from Procurement
Departments at Group level,
in 2019 the first training
activities within the “Competences Development Program” were delivered, focused on the topics of Supply
Chain Management & Economics, Vendor Management
and Negotiation Techniques
for Procurement.

These investments, with a
multiannual perspective, will
continue involving employees from companies abroad
and extending the program
to cover other key topics.
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The Group is committed to
promoting solutions and initiatives aimed at constantly and
continuously improve work-life
balance. To this end, the Smart
Working,
the
new
working
approach
very
successfully
adopted at the Group’s Milan
offices in 2018, was extended to
the Rome offices, within the
company KT - Kinetics Technology.
Rolling out the “BE ADAPTIVE!
Working Smart in Maire Tecnimont
Group” program, along with the
dedicated training for personnel
coordinators and their collaborators involved in the pilot phase
and needed to access the initiative,
will allow the participants to work
at their offices even just one day
a week.
The second pilot project, launched
within the Group’s Italian companies, is a natural continuation of
the “BE ADAPTIVE!” program and
puts at the center the importance

of constant feedback between
personnel coordinator and collaborator. This project involves the
development of new models and
tools supporting the sharing of
objectives, the assignment of priorities through a rolling approach,
and the constant monitoring of
the
activities
progress
and
achieved results. The initiative,
called “Results-Driven Organization – My Responsibilities”, will

PEOPLE AT THE CENTER

allow an ever greater work-planning capability and foster moments of discussion. All this will be
also possible thanks to a dedicated IT tool developed specially to
allow managers easily assign tasks
and deadlines to their collaborators, who will have, anytime, a
clear outline of their goals.

EVALUATING OUR
COMPETENCES TO INVEST
IN OUR GROWTH
In 2019 the integration and harmonization project of the “Employee
Performance Commitment” process in various companies of the

Group continued, involving all employees with the requested criteria
of the companies in Azerbaijan.
Also the analysis activities and the
implementation of the process
within the main European companies and in the Middle East region
proceed, with the aim of spreading
the “Employee Performance Commitment” to these companies as
well in 2020.

EMPLOYER BRANDING
Finally, contact and interaction opportunities with various academic
institutions were confirmed, including Milan Polytechnic - where

4

the Group funded a chair in “Chemical Projects Engineering and Management” and took part in career
days and other company presentation to students- and the Baku
Higher Oil School, in Azerbaijan,
where the development program
was confirmed, offering the most
deserving students a training
course within the Group. The inauguration of a chair in “Open Innovation” at LUISS Guido Carli University in Rome also represents
a new and significant opportunity,
for the Group, of synergy and
openness to innovation, broadening employer brand visibility even
further, and substantial support for
the academic world.

LOCAL CONTENT IN TEMPA ROSSA

As part of Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives
and local content development, the subsidiary Tecnimont’s commitment to communities in Basilicata
went on, involving 375 workers in 29 training initiatives and taking the form of professional qualification courses for sub-contractors employees resident
in the region and working on the site of the Tempa
Rossa project.
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